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A NOTE ON THE KONHAUSER SETS OF BIORTHOGONAL
POLYNOMIALS SUGGESTED BY THE LAGUERRE

POLYNOMIALS

H. M. SRIVASTAVA

Two new classes of bilateral generating functions are
given for the Konhauser polynomials Y"{x\ k), which are
biorthogonal to the Eonhauser polynomials Z%(x; k) with
respect to the weight function xae~x over the interval (0, oo),
a>—1 and fc=l,2,3, . The bilateral generating functions
(1) and (2) below would reduce, when fc=l, to similar results
for the generalized Laguerre polynomials L^(x). Further-
more, for k — 2, these formulas yield the corresponding
properties of the Preiser polynomials.

It is also shown how the bilateral generating function
(2) can be applied to derive a new generating function for
the product

YV**(x;k)Zt(y;l),

where a, β > —1, k, I = 1, 2, 3, , and n = 0,1, 2, .

l Introduction* Recently, Joseph D. E. Konhauser discussed

two polynomial sets {Y%(x; k)} and {Z%(x; k)}, which are biorthogonal

with respect to the weight function x"e~* over the interval (0, oo),

where a > — 1 and k is a positive integer. For the polynomials

Y£(x; k), the following bilateral generating functions are derived

in this paper:

Σ Yϊ+.(a; λOCCir; *)t"
n=0

( 1 ϊ = (1 - *)—<«+»/« exp (ίc[l - (1 - t)-1/k])

•F[x(l-t)-^;y;zt"/(l-ty]

and

( α + 1 ) / 4 e x p

where

( 3) F[x; y;t] =

G[x; y;t] = ± K F2ϊίS"(*; k)σΛ(y)r
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Xn Φ 0 are arbitrary constants, m ^ 0 and q ;> 1 are integers, σjjj)
is a nonvanishing function of N variables ylf , T/̂ , N^>1, and

(5) C (ir;*) = Σ
r=o

For k = 2, our formulas (1) and (2) yield the corresponding
properties of the polynomials introduced earlier by Preiser [5].
When k = 1, both (1) and (2) would reduce to similar bilateral
generating functions for the generalized Laguerre polynomials
L™(x)9 since (cf. [2] and [3])

(6) Yξ(x\l) = L?{x), α > - l .

Furthermore, in its special case when m = 0, q = 1 and σΛ(ι0 Ξ 1,
n ^ 0, (1) would give us our earlier result [6, p. 485, Eq. (1)],
while a similar special case of (2) is believed to be new.

2* Proofs of the bilateral generating functions (1) and (2)
In our derivations of the bilateral generating functions (1) and (2),
we shall require the following known results:

Σ
( 7 ) «=o\ n

•exp (x[l - (1 - t)-υh])Y£(x(l - ί)~1/fc; A?)

and

( 8 ) » \

•exp (a?[l - (1 + ty/k])YZ(x(l + tγ/k; k) ,

where m is an arbitrary nonnegative integer, and (by definition)
a > — 1 and k — 1, 2, 3, . The generating-f unction relationship
(7) was proven independently by Calvez et Genin [1, p. A42, Eq.
(6)] and Prabhakar [4, p. 803, Eq. (3.3)], while (8) is due to Calvez
et Genin [1, p. A42, Eq. (7)].

If we substitute for the coefficients ζjjj; z) from (5) into the
left-hand side of (1), we find that

Σ Γ ί + («; AOCdr, z)tn

(9) = Σ Yi+n(χ;k)t* Σ )κσr(y)zr

= Σ KσΛu)zrtqr Σ
r=0 »=0
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where, for convenience, M = m + qr, r — 0, 1, 2,
The inner series can now be summed by applying the generat-

ing relation (7) with m replaced by M, and the bilateral generating
function (1) would follow if we interpret the resulting expression
by means of (3).

Formula (2) can be proven similarly by appealing to (8) in
place of (7), and we omit the details involved.

3* Applications* By assigning suitable values to the arbitrary
coefficients λΛ, it is fairly straightforward to derive, from our
formulas (1) and (2), a large variety of bilateral generating func-
tions for the polynomials YZ(x; k) and Y£~kn(x; k), respectively. On
the other hand, in every situation when the multivariable function
Gf&Vit , 2/ΛΓ) c a n be expressed as a suitable product of several
simpler functions, we shall be led to interesting classes of multi-
lateral generating functions for the Konhauser polynomials con-
sidered.

As a simple illustration, if in (2), (4) and (5) we set m = 0,

λ w =

and make use of the definition [3, p. 304, Eq. (5)], we shall readily
arrive at the bilateral generating function

Σ
\ — l+(α + l)/fc p γ γ \ f/Y»Π (Λ

H[x(l + t)1/k, -yιt/(l + t)] ,

where, for convenience,

Γ
(12) H[χ, ί] = Σ Yrkn(χ;

Γ(β

For k = I — 1, the generating relation (11) would evidently
reduce to a familiar result for the generalized Laguerre polyno-
mials; indeed, (11) may also be looked upon as being complementary
to our earlier result [6, p. 491, Eq. (14)].
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